Abstract: This invention provides a computerised testing and diagnostic method (200) which includes: i. presenting (202), via a display (122) of a user interface (120), to a user or test-taker (130) a plurality of questions relating to different areas within a discipline; ii. receiving (204) from the user (130), via an input arrangement (124) associated with the user interface (120), answers to the questions; iii. assessing (206), by a processing module (102), the answers determined whether or not they are correct; iv. grading (208), by the processing module (102), the proficiency of the user (130) in each of the areas to determine whether or not the proficiency in one or more areas is below an acceptable threshold (210) and, if so, decreasing or refining (212) the granularity of the questions in the areas in which proficiency is below the acceptable threshold; and v. repeating at least steps i. (202) to l.iii. (206) at least once in respect of the refined questions.
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